The World Wide Web has exploded as a medium for sharing information in a relatively simple, easy-to-use, and appealing manner, Technology for accessing Web resources has naturally evolved to support disconnected viewing of cached pages normally residing on servers around the world, and much attention has been given to providing this capability. The Web was originally conceived, however, as a medium for both information sharing and collaborative work, for creating and updating information, as well as for reading. Very little work has considered how to support the update and creation of material while disconnected, for propagation back to the appropriate servers upon reconnection. This article discusses issues arising in such support, compares the problem to that in disconnected file systems, and describes an approach for disconnected updates, as demonstrated by our Caubweb'" technology for disconnected interaction with Web-based resources.
Writing the Web While Disconnected
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he World Wide Web has exploded as a medium for sharing information in a relatively simple, easy-to-use, and appealing manner. A staggeringly diverse collection of information is "published" on an evergrowing number of Web servers around the world, and the relative ease of use for the typical access client (a Web browser) has resulted in a very broad deployment of the technology, in terms of both the user population and the context of use. For example, businesses now regularly Web-publish corporate documents for internal use, while also making available large amounts of information externally to both their partners and their customers. Universities and libraries disseminate knowledge via the Web. Business transactions increasingly occur on the Web. Grandparents view baby pictures via the Web. Elementary school classes share science projects with peers on other continents. Workgroups create and process shared information spaces via the Web.
The latter example is particularly interesting to us. While most of the current use of the Web is strictly for viewing information created by others, without changing or adding to it, the Web was also initially envisioned as a medium for collaborative creation and sharing of information [l] . In this sense, the Web has missed some of its anticipated potential. The current client model is heavily oriented toward passive interaction with the information, and most clients and servers d o not take advantage of the aspects of the information exchange protocol (Hypertext Transfer Protocol, HTTP [ 2 ] ) that could support more active interaction.
Another exciting trend in information access is the use of mobile computing devices, such as laptop computers, and the concomitant requirement to provide ongoing access to network-based resources (such as files and electronic mail) under a wide-ranging set of bandwidth conditions. This trend has naturally extended to Web-based resources, and many research and commercial efforts are focused on this demand (see Appendix 1). Quite a few systems offer client-side support (either as proxy applications [3] or as browser features) for prefetching and caching Web information for guaranteed access when disconnected from the network. Once again, the overwhelming focus has been on passive interaction with the information, by reading. Little attention has been paid to the issues involved in supporting disconnected update to cached, Web-based information. Yet some have recognized the potential for "writeable caches": "[tlhe HTTP definition offers no support for writeable
caches, yet the use of such caches can provide significant benefits for certain applications. For example, within a Web-based co-authoring service, which allows a single author to update some sections of a document whilst others continue to read remaining sections ....
With support for writeable caches (and the appropriate concurrency-control), the author could work on a local cache, performing multiple updates over a period of time, and perform a single operation to writeback the cache to the real document when he has completed his task. Applications which offer shared data access and which may therefore benefit from writeable caches are expected to grow in number." [4] Of course, writeable caches are not sufficient; one needs to ensure that the changes are properly installed in the appropriate host servers. T o remove the burden from the user of remembering which pieces of information have been modified, a system should provide automatic propagation of modified content to its origin server. This raises a number of related questions. How does one effectively cause updates to occur once an appropriate level of connectedness is achieved? What is the potential for update conflicts? What kind of problems are encountered with contemporary Web servers?
We chose to explore these issues as part of the Caubweb system:
Caubweb'" is a research system for investigating ways to provide adaptive, ongoing read and update interaction with Web-based information, even under conditions of variable or intermittent network connectivity. Caubweb is part of the Distributed Clients project, which has the broad goal of increasing the availability and customization of Web-based information services for mobile com-
Caubweb is based on the notion of an application-specific stream transducer [3] : as implemented, it is a platform-portable, nonshared, prefetching, caching HTTP proxy that supports the specification and retrieval of "weblets" (connected subsets of Web content). One factor differentiating Caubweb is our interest in supporting teams working on common goals and activities. This is reflected, for example, in our support for creation and update of Web-based material (typically representing joint team resources or output); precaching user-specific, organizationally relevant resources based on a role/project/activity model; and dynamically combining multiple, separately created caches together into an expanded shared information space. This article focuses on the first item: our goal for the Caubweb system to support writeable caches. This capability was not intended as a substitute for a fully featured Web publishing environment (FrontPage [6] ), but rather, to allow the user to update her own documents or those of her workgroup with a simple shared authoring mechanism.
The rest of this article is organized as follows. The next section considers the difference between network-based file systems and the Web regarding the updating of information. We then discuss "publishing" models for the Web, focusing on a simple HTTP-based approach. The article goes on to examine specific design issues in the support of disconnected updates, and then to describe aspects of our implementation. Appendix l discusses, with examples, the approaches available for providing information access under weakly connected or disconnected operation. Appendix 2 briefly examines the activities of the WEBDAV (Distributed Authoring and Versioning) Working Group and relates WEBDAV to disconnected updates.
The Web and File Systems: Jnferaction Mechanisms
Several research efforts have addressed issues in disconnected updates for network-based file systems (e.g., . The Web differs from network-based file systems in a number of ways [ll] . One relevant aspect is in the mechanisms used for updating and retrieving information. In file systems, applications use the information exchange protocol (the "file system protocol") for both retrieving files (uninterpreted byte streams) from servers and wrztzng files to the servers. In the Web, however, browsers and HTTP are generally used to retrieve information, but the information is typically provided to the Web server by using non-HTTP means to write into the file system underlying the server. That is, the typical Web server maps uniform resource locations (URLs) to files on a local file system, and those files are not created or updated via HTTP interaction with the server; rather, they are updated by "back door" interaction with the file system. In order to support off-line updates to Web content, then, we either need to adapt the server to use HTTP interactions or provide support for writing the proper files in the file system (which requires knowledge of the URL-to-file mapping of the Web server).
It is important to note that we are confining our discussion to Web-based resources that are represented at the Web server
We are not addressing the difficult issues involved in supporting coherent update to process-based information (e.g., resources created dynamically by CGI scripts or synthesized from disparate sources). Also, note that we are addressing the wholesale installation of new versions of a resource (that is, This activity i s distinct from merging changes to a locally stored document with other changes to the document residing on the server that originally provided the resource; proper merging requires application knowledge we do not presume to have.
replacing the existing content completely with new content).
Adding a Publishing Model to the Web Jnteraction Model
Web Interactions and Off-Line Browsing Support
The standard Web protocol, HTTP, is a request/response protocol: to retrieve the resource associated with a URL, the client sends a GET request to the server, which responds with the appropriate contents. If a proxy component is present between the client and server (Fig. l) , the proxy receives the client request, forwards it to the server, receives the server's response, and forwards it to the client. Alternatively, if the proxy maintains a cache, the proxy may elect to serve the client request directly (e.g., if the resource is known to be "fresh" or if no network is present). The proxy may also cache responses and prefetch content according to user directives (e.g., go two levels deep from a given page, or fetch the prepackaged "ice hockey channel"). Recently, browser vendors have added non-proxy-base ing to their products. We focus on the proxy model of off-line browsing support for two reasons:
It is a very common model, offering developers a way in which to innovate in processing the HTTP stream [3] .
The recent browser-based approaches do not yet offer interfaces to support third parties who wish to innovate and add value. We expect the basic concepts to apply to both cases.
Web Publishing Models
In designing and implementing disconnected update support, one must determine the extent to which one wishes to provide a Web publishing environment. There are several approaches to publishing support.
HTTP PUT -The PUT method in HTTP was intended to permit content to be associated with a U R L on its origin server [2] . PUT is not natively implemented by many Web servers, but the method may be added to some (e.g., Apache [12]) by a server-specific CGI script. Client applications that use HTTPPUT to publish, and are able to direct HTTP traffic through a proxy, can interoperate with a caching proxy (Netscape [I31 and Amaya [14] are example clients). In contrast, systems that have no proxying ability render the proxy irrelevant This obviously affects the functionality a proxy can offer; if he publishing mechanism does not direct traffic through the proxy, the proxy cannot stage those updates for later propagation.
HTTP POST -The POST method is widely implemented; however, POST is problematic as a support method for proxy-based updates, because of the "which URL?" issue. Whereas the P U T method means "store this data under this given U R L (updating t h e contents if t h e resource exists)," POST means "store this data using this U R L as a 'base,' and return the U R L of the actual resource created." I n other words, an intermediary proxy knows the U R L under which the content will be stored for a PUT, but not for a POST -only the target server can determine the corresponding URL. [13] . FrontPage, which offers a relatively sophisticated Web site authoring and management capability, requires a Web server that supports a Frontpage-specific protocol between the client-side FrontPage user-agent (editodmanager) and the server. The protocol is encoded in encrypted HTTP POST requests to specific CGI scripts; effectively, POST is used to implement a form of remote procedure call (RPC) in order to fully exploit the services made available.
Non-HTTP Methods
In contrast, Netscape Communicator offers a simpler model. The user first accesses and edits a page using the client-side Composer tool; the user then "publishes" the new version toward the resource's origin server, which results in either an HTTP PUT transfer or an FTP transfer (depending on the given "publishing location"). The origin server must implement either FTP o r the HTTP P U T method. Amaya [14] , from the World Wide Web Consortium, is a client-side browser/editor with which one can edit the content of a page and then write that page (via the "savelsave as" command) to a PUT-supportive server. The client application suite associated with Internet Explorer 4.x [6] offers a Publishing Wizard, which offers FTP and POST support but not PUT. The associated FrontPage Express editor has a "savelsave as" option, which invokes the Publishing Wizard to save the file.
We elected to focus on the PUT approach, because it fits more closely with our desire for platform independence with the use of HTTP-based means, and with our notion of how our system would be used. Note, however, that PUT is underspecified in HTTPl1.1; thus, a client and server pair must be matched properly to agree on the same detailed PUT semantics.
As one might expect, HTTP is evolving to address explicit requirements of caching for off-line browsing, including consistency and validation [2] . However, the HTTP/1.1 specification mandates write-through1 updating of resources; this means that a system which supports update staging and propagation violates the HTTP/1.1 specification. According to a member of the team that designed HTTP/1.1, this reflected a choice to keep the consistency semantics of HTTPD.1 relatively simple, and to avoid the lengthy and difficult exercise of defining more com- (121, Sec. 13.11) plex semantics. It was not a statement that update staging and propagation are bad features of a system, but rather that HTTPA.1 would not specify the system's behavior [17] .
How consistent should a personal Web cache be? In general, cache consistency requirements can range from strict consistency through weak consistency to no constraints. Ideally, one would like a cache's contents to be the same as those at the origin servers (so the user never views data other than that available at the servers), but the ideal is not supported by the Web data model and the associated clientlserver contract. The Web has a weakly consistent model, based on the HTTP specification, in which a cache entry can be deemed stale based on either validation (requiring a specific check with the server) or expiration (of some time limit). The consistency situation is exacerbated by conditions of disconnectivity (during which Validation or refresh may not occur). The HTTP/1.1 specification states the conditions under which a disconnected proxy may return an expired o r unvalidated resource. As discussed in the previous paragraph, that specification does not define consistency for off-line updates. When supporting off-line editing, then, the best one can offer is a weakly consistent cache.
Supporting Disconnected Update via HTTP Proxy
An HTTP proxy acts as a surrogate for Web servers, for both viewing and publishing -the former by caching resources retrieved from a server, the latter by caching updates toward the server while disconnected.
Adding Disconnected Update Support via the HTTP Proxy Model
From a high-level view, for a document referred to by URL U, supporting disconnected update can be achieved by the following:
The user edits the resource using a standard editor, such as Netscape Composer.
The user "publishes" the updated document under URL U toward the origin server; this results in a PUT request of the document's new contents to the origin server. The proxy traps the PUT request on U. The proxy substitutes the new version of the document for the existing cached one under URL U, maintaining both until the propagation is complete. If the user requests U, the proxy serves the new version (the user may still access the previous version via a slightly modified URL). When network connectivity is appropriately reestablished, the proxy issues a PUT request on URL U t o the origin server, with the new contents of the URL. The server receives the PUT request and installs the new contents for U. As can be seen above, introducing support for disconnected update requires mechanisms on both the client and the server.
Client-Side Support -Client-side support includes mechanisms exposed to the user and ones hidden within the functionality of the proxy:
Interface for Making Changes and Creating Content -
When the user elects to update a cached document or to create a new one, she needs an interface for selecting the document and for making the desired changes (e.g., some form of HTML editor).
Mechanisms f o r Staging Changes and Propagating
Changes to the Server -Once the user has made the desired changes, the new document must be "staged" in the local proxy until the network becomes available; then the document must be propagated back to the appropriate server.
Individual Resource vs. Group Update -Many Web-based resources have embedded rendering elements (e.g., images or style sheets) that are referenced within the resource but exist separately. Similarly, some "documents" on the Web consist of multiple resources linked together (e.g., a project report with a top-level page containing hyperlinks to subsidiary sections). One can support either propagation of updates of individual resources one at a time (e.g., the top-level page, then each subsidiary page in turn), or propagation of sets of resources (e.g., the top-level page and its subsidiary pages).2 If the latter, then is the set updated atomically (i.e., does the system guarantee that all updates are installed or none is installed)?
Current publishing mechanisms can deal automatically with embedded elements, pushing them toward the server along with the designated resource (based on an assumed mapping of the client-side file space to URL space). There is no support for atomicity of update.
Multiversion Resource Store -The local cache should be able to store multiple versions of a given URL: the version cached from the server before the user made changes, the most recent update PUT by the user toward the server, and (when connected) the current one from the server. The first two permit the user to look at differences between the original and updated versions; this can be helpful when deciding whether to permit the propagation operation to proceed upon reconnection. The current version from the server can be used to assist the user in reconciling any changes that have happened at the server while the user was disconnected [lo] , to avoid lost updates.
Staging and Propagation Policies -This aspect covers a variety of controls on update and propagation. For example, does the system, upon detecting sufficient network bandwidth, automatically propagate cached updates to the appropriate servers, or must the user explicitly initiate the propagation process? If t h e user elects not t o propagate a n updated resource, should that resource be refreshed immediately from its origin server?
Another issue of interest is the use of the network between the client and server. What level of bandwidth is required for propagation to begin? In general, network availability is not a binary state space: there are varying degrees of being connected. Measures of this connectivity can include available bandwidth, reliability, latency, and cost. Nonetheless, there may be actions one does not wish to perform with only a 9.6 kb connection One may wish to treat network availability as a binary condition: instead of initiating a large transfer that can consume the network for a long period, blocking other work, one may elect to defer the activity until a threshold of network availability is reached. If the server has a component that cooperates with the client to transfer content in chunks (cf. trickle-back propagation of updates in Coda [18]), one can mitigate the effects of large transfers. In the Web environment, this could be achieved by using a server-side proxy that receives PUT-able content in chunks from the client proxy and, when the full contents are available, initiates the PUT at
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The User Control -If the user can set the policies above, or the user is required to be involved in the propagation process (e.g., initiation or conflict resolution), the proxy must expose some interface of controls, via either the browser (e.g., HTML or applets) or a separate interface window.
Server-Side Support -Server-side support is primarily hidden from the user.
PUT Method -HTTP defines the PUT method, but most servers do not provide explicit support. One can add support to some servers (e.g., Apache [12] ) by providing a script that is invoked to handle PUT requests. The PUT script is responsible for all aspects of propagation support, including any conflict detection and resolution, authorization of the user's request, and installation of the PUT content. As such, these aspects are outside of direct server control.
Conflict DetedionlLockingiVersioning -To avoid lost updates (i.e., one user's changes unintentionally overwriting those of another), the server should provide some support, such as conflict detection, locking, or versioning. Conflict detection prevents an incoming PUT request from installing a new version of the resource if another new version has been installed. Locking enables a user to acquire the unique right to make changes. Versioning allows all changes to be installed but maintains a history from which any of the versions can be recovered.
Security -This can include authenticating the proxy and/or the user making a PUT request, authorizing the PUT request, transmitting the PUT contents privately (encrypted between proxy and server), and ensuring the integrity of the transmission of the PUT contents. SSL [19] between the proxy and the server can provide authentication of the proxy and encryption of the contents.
Aspects of Our Implementation
In implementing disconnected update for Caubweb, we focused on three key aspects: the PUT method for staging updates in the intermediary and propagating them to the corresponding servers; a multiversion store; and settable update policies.
Our current implementation supports manual update propagation only. The user initiates manual propagation explicitly via the Caubweb "control panel" (HTML forms for user control); propagation is disabled if Caubweb has been instructed to go off-line. Once propagation is requested, the actual prop-
agation operation is generated asynchronously. If propagation succeeds. the cache entrv is deleted (which is consistent with HTTP). The user can determine the 'results of the update via a separate interface component. A user can PUT into the cache at any time, regardless of whether the network is available. As the result of processing a PUT operation (when disconnected), Caubweb generates two versions of a resource in the cache. The initial cache-resident representation is renamed URL;orig (e.g., http://www.opengroup.org/index.html;orig), and the new representation takes on the original URL. This simple naming scheme can be extended so that, should the cache later version of the resource exists on the ori sentation can be fetched and stored under URL;server. This gives the flexibility to support three-way differences between the original, the latest cached version, and the version currently on the server (we currently support two-way differences, between the original and latest cached versions). This support can enable a user to make local modifications that incorporate other changes made to the original page (e.g., for conflict resolution).
Each modified page has a n associated update policy regarding when (and if) changes are propagated and content is refreshed. Each policy consists of two variables: whether to propagate content back to the server ("Yes 1 No I Not sure"), and whether to refresh content from the server when reconnected ("Yes I No"). A default policy ("Yes, propagate" and "No, do not refresh," respectively) is applied to every page; this policy can be modified on a per-page basis. The system will interact with the user or automatically discard changes depending on the settings. For example, if the user has selected "No" to propagating content to the origin server and "No" to refreshing the content when reconnected, the page will only be fetched (and the new local content overwritten) when the page is explicitly fetched by the user or the proxy.
Users can view the cache via the Caubweb control panel. We can generate a list consisting solely of modified documents, or we can generate a list of all documents stored for a given server. Modified documents are differentiated by a special icon.
We implemented PUT handling in our proxy and wrote a P U T script to be used with our Apache HTTP server. The server PUT script provides a bare-bones implementation of the PUT method; a production-quality implementation would require a more rigorous checking of parameters and greater attention to security issues [12] .
Conclusion
As more information systems provide data to clients via the World Wide Web, and as support for mobile computing increases, client-side caching becomes more valuable as a means of supporting disconnected viewing, or off-line browsing, of these information resources. Users may also wish to update and create information while disconnected for propagation back to the corresponding origin server upon reconnection. This capability can support both the individual author and shared group authoring. We describe some of the issues, discuss an approach we have developed, and identify topics for further investigation and implementation.
